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Per–lhyh

H
Metaforà màjhshc (“Transfer Learning”) e–nai mia praktik† pou qrhsimo-

poie–tai sun†jwc gia na g–noun oi ergas–ec mhqanik†c màjhshc grhgorÏterec

kai pio epituqhmËnec. Aut† h praktik† mpore– ep–shc na e–nai qr†simh gia anàlu-

sh keimËnou kai th mhqanik† màjhsh. To “Argument Mining” h alli∏c ‘Exoruxh

Epiqeirhmatologiac’ e–nai mia kathgor–a epexergas–ac fusik†c gl∏ssac pou mpore-

– na qrhsimopoihjËi h ‘Metaforà màjhshc’ (“Transfer Learning”). To megal‘tero

mËroc thc Ëreunac kai thc anàptuxhc sumba–nei sun†jwc sthn agglik† gl∏ssa kai

autÏ to fainÏmeno mpore– na bohj†sei sth l†yh gn∏shc apo thn Agglik† gl∏ssa

gia na qrhsimopoihje– gia àllec gl∏ssec se praktikËc mhqanik†c màjhshc kai bajiàc

màjhshc.

Aut† e–nai mia praktik† pou ja qrhsimopoihje– gia th sqetik† ergas–a. H ana-

gn∏rhsh epiqeir†matoc se protàseic me thn efarmog† teqnik∏n metaforàc màjhshc.

Mia prÏtash prÏkeitai na periËqei epiqe–rhma Ïtan enac isqurismÏc, proke–menh h su-

mpËrasma e–nai epiqeir†mata. H k‘ria idËa thc melËthc mac, bas–zete sta contectual

embeddings ta opo–a Ëqoun ekpaideute– sthn agglik† gl∏ssa kai prÏkeite na euju-

grammisto‘n me thn qr†sh paràllhlou dataset me stÏqo thn dhmiourg–a ellhnikwn

embeddings gia na kànoun tic problËyeic se ellhnikËc protàseic. Aut† h teqnik†

pou onomàzetai “Language Distillation” (ApÏstaxh Gl∏ssac) [1] kai se aut† th sqe-

tik† ergas–a qrhsimopoie–tai me mia poikil–a apÏ embeddings . To s‘nolo dedomËnwn

twn paràllhlwn protàsewn apÏ th gl∏ssa phg†c (Agglikà) kai th gl∏ssa stÏqo

(Ellhnikà) e–nai to k‘rio Ïplo gia na g–nei autÏ to e–doc thc metaforàc màjhshc.

Ta s‘nola dedomËnwn pou qrhsimopoi†jhkan e–nai to Essays corpus sthn prw-

tÏtuph kai th metafrasmËnh tou morf† sta ellhnikà, kaj∏c kai oi paràllhlec pro-
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tàseic pou anafËrjhkan apÏ tic omil–ec TEDex 2020. H proetoimas–a twn dedomËnwn

†tan ep–shc Ëna shmantikÏ b†ma prokeimËnou na metatrapo‘n ta dedomËna se morf†

prÏtashc me thn klàsh epiqeir†matoc † mh epiqeir†matoc. Qrhsimopoi†jhke ep–shc

praktik† a‘xhshc dedomËnwn, dedomËnou Ïti o Ïgkoc twn klàsewn den †tan Ïmoioc. H

prosËggish mac bas–zetai stouc Transformers[2] kai qrhsimopoie– ta montËla BERT

[3], SBERT [4] kai XLM-Roberta [5] se sundiasmÏ me montËla bajiàc màjhshc pou

paràgei thn telik† prÏbleyh.



Abstract

T
ransfer learning is one practice that is commonly being used for making

machine learning tasks quicker and more successful. This practice can be

also useful for text analysis and machine learning. “Argument mining” is one of the

natural language processing tasks that “Transfer Learning” can be used. Most of the

research and development for machine learning tasks happens in English language

and this phenomenon can help for taking that kind of knowledge to use it for other

languages in machine learning and deep learning tasks using “Transfer Learning”.

Transfer Learning practices is also going to be used in this work. Making argu-

ment identification in sentences by applying transfer learning technics. A sentence

is going to be argumentative when contains a claim or premise.The main idea is

that the contextual embeddings which have been trained in English language are

going to be aligned to the Greek model embeddings in order to make the predictions

in Greek sentences. This technique is called Language Distillation [1] and in this

related work has been used with a variety of embeddings. Parallel corpus dataset

that contains sentences from source language (English) and target language (Greek)

is the main weapon in order to make that kind of transfer learning.

Datasets that were used are the Essays corpus in the original and its translated

form in Greek as well as the parallel sentences from TEDex 2020 talks. Data prepa-

ration was also one important step in order to transform the data into a sentence

form with label of argumentative or not. Data augmentation practice was also used

since volume of classes was imbalanced. The transformer based approach that took

place in that thesis uses BERT [3], SBERT [4] and XLM-Roberta [5] models in

relation of a deep learning model in order to produce the final prediction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem description

The subject we are going to address is called “Argumentative Sentence using

Transfer Learning Across Languages”. The goals that we are going to study is the

Embedding Alignment Across languages which tries to make two di↵erent sets of

embeddings that have been created from two languages, similar. The other task,

that is going to be the second goal of our study will be to Classify successfully

Greek argumentative sentences without any training on Greek datasets. The main

objective is to transfer knowledge from the already English pre-trained language

models and use them to classify sentences that contain arguments in the Greek

language. To achieve such a demanding task we used Transformer’s[2] technology

by taking advantage of the embeddings that such a model can produce. These

embeddings are getting aligned from English language to Greek by using parallel

datasets on these two languages and a method which called language distillation.

The two datasets that have been used are the essays dataset [6] which gives all

the argument related information for the classification task and the TED-Ex [7]

talks dataset which provides all the parallel translated sentences for the embedding

alignment (language distillation) task.

Additionally, major role for our work had the “Sentence Transformers”[4]. In

general we could say that Sentence Transformers are like a framework that gives
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1.1 : Problem description

the ability to take the standard pretrained Transformer models and modify them in

a sentence manner.By saying that, according to [4] by adding siamese and triplet

network structures to the pretrained models we are able to derive semantically mean-

ingful sentence embeddings that can be compared using cosine-similarity. As a re-

sult, besides Sentence Bert pretrained model which is the initial “sentence” language

model, we can make other “sentence” language models like XLM-Roberta [5] and

BERT base [8]. Using that “framework” we are able to compare embeddings of

the two languages and take metrics such as euclidian or manhattan distances with

robustness. All the experiments that we are examining in our work are taking place

with the Multilingual BERT [8], XLM-Roberta [5] and BERT base [8] models. The

aforementioned models are used on top of di↵erent architectures of deep learning

models. Our approach tries to achieve the following:

• Learn a model for argument mining on a language where annotated datasets

are available (i.e. English). Using for example the essays corpus, and add-

model embeddings, when can learn such a model in a supervised setting.

• Obtain aligned embeddings between the source language (i.e. English), and a

target language where no annotated datasets exists (i.e Greek).

• Use the aligned embeddings to encode documents-sentences encoded in the

target language (i.e. Greek).

• Apply the argument mining model trained on the source language, on the en-

coded through aligned embeddings documents, to obtain classification results

in the translated essays corpus.

At the end of the experiments, we compare the results between the aligned embed-

dings and the embeddings that had no fine tuning in the Greek sentence classification

task. This comparison results, will provide our final metrics which are going to show

how e�cient was the embedding alignment transfer learning task. This approach is

been analyzed further in Chapter 3 which is the proposed approach part.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

1.2 Thesis structure

Regarding the thesis structure, the related work is provided in the nex.t section.

It gives an overview of all the research that is been made on relation with the task

we are going to work on. This is the Chapter 2 and we give information regarding

the Transformers in general, XLM-Roberta model, Language distillation and the

Sentence-BERT. Chapter 3 contains the proposed approach and the processing steps

involved with its application. How we did the data preparation, what architectures

of deep learning model we had, how we did the embedding alignment, what kind

of metrics was used and other similar questions in going to answered. Chapter 4 is

going to provide all the results of the experiments we made. Last but not least, we

are going to have the concluding Chapter 5 and it will contain an overview as well

as future work of out experiments.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This particular chapter is going to provide information for research areas such as

Deep learning, Transfer Learning, Natural Language Processing, Transformers and

Argument mining. These areas are closely related with the current work and further

analysis is going to be provided for each of the them in separate sections. Historical

context and research experiments are some of the analyses is going to be made.

2.1 Transformers

Transformers[2], are consist of the attention mechanism, dispensing with re-

currence and convolutions entirely. The best performing models also connect the

encoder and decoder through an attention mechanism. Model architecture eschew-

ing recurrence instead of relying entirely on an attention mechanism to draw global

dependencies between input and output. The Transformer allows for significantly

more parallelization and can reach a new state of the art in translation quality.

The model architecture is defined by a encoder-decoder structure. The input se-

quence of the encoder is continuous representations (X1, ..., Xn) which are mapped

to Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn). At the end decoder takes the Z as input and provides the

output (Y 1, . . . ., Y n).

To be more specific, the Encoder is created by six layers ,which every one of these

six have two more sub layers. The first sublayer is a multi-head self-attention mech-

anism and the second sub layer is a fully connected layer “feed forward network”.
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2.1 : Transformers

These two layers have residual connection which is followed by a normalization layer

and the output has an embedding of dimension equals to d = 512. From the other

side is the Decoder. Decoder also consisted from six stacked layers and it adds one

third sublayer in the two sublayers of the Encoder. The third layer performs multi-

head attention over the output of the encoder stack. The three layers follows the

same approach with the Encoder, residual connection followed by a normalization

layer. In addition, the self-attention sub-layer, has been modified in order to prevent

positions from attending to subsequent positions. This type of masking, combined

with fact that the output embeddings are o↵set by one position, ensures that the

predictions for position i can depend only on the known outputs at positions less

than i. “Figure 2.1”

Figure 2.1: The Transformer architecture.[2]
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Chapter 2 : Related Work

As mentioned above, Attention is a very important component of the Trans-

former Architecture [2]. Attention function maps a query and a set of key-value

pairs as vectors to the output which is computed as weighted sum of the values.

Scaled Dot-Product Attention is also another practice which has as input the queries

and keys of dimension dk and the values of the dimension du. “Figure 2.2”

Figure 2.2: Scaled Dot-Product Attention.[2]

To be more specific, the attention function is been calculated for a set of queries

simultaneously, packed together into a Matrix Q and keys, values as K, V divided by
pdk. Below you can find the equation Scaled Dot-Product Attention. “Figure 2.3”

Figure 2.3: Attention Function.[2]

In order to get the maximum benefit of the queries, values and key it is proposed

that its better to linearly project them instead of just perform a single attention

function (dk,du). For each of these queries values and keys that have been performed

the attention function in parallel. This projections of queries, values and keys are

concatenated and then are projected one time as the “Figure 2.4” that follows.
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2.1 : Transformers

Figure 2.4: Attention Function.[2]

Multi-head attention that is depicted in Figure 2.5 allows the model to get in-

formation from all the representations in di↵erent positions.

Figure 2.5: Attention Function.[2]

2.1.1 Attention Use Cases

Multi-head Attention is used:

• Encoder - Decoder attention Layers. This application of Attention feeds the

queries from the previous decoder layer as well as the memory keys and values

have as starting point the encoders output. It is a simulation encoder-decoder

attention mechanism and all positions in a decoder can reach all positions.

• Self - Attention layers in encoder which all keys, values and queries come from

the same position. This position is the output of the previous layer in the

encoder. [9], [10], [11]

• Self - Attention layers in decoder, provide the same approach as mentioned

in the encoder. This layers are make possible to the decoder to attend all
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Chapter 2 : Related Work

positions in the decoder. Specifically, it is mandatory to prevent the leftward

information flow in the decoder to preserve the auto-regressive property. This

practice is used in the section of scaled dot-product that have been mentioned

earlier in previous sections.

2.2 Unsupervised Cross-lingual Representation Learn-

ing at Scale (XLM Roberta)

There are many Transformer-based[2] masked language models. One of them

is XLM-RoBERTa [5]. It is a pretrained multilingual language model which leads

to significant performance in comparison to other multilingual models. The train-

ing dataset of that model is consisted of a hundred languages and it provides very

good results when it comes to cross lingual classification, sequence labeling and

question answering. In addition, Facebook’s Artificial Intelligence team has focused

on the trade o↵s between high-resource and low-resource languages and the im-

pact of language sampling and vocabulary size. After making multiple experiments,

the result was that more languages leads to an optimum cross-lingual performance

on low-resource languages up to a point and after that particular point the model

performance starts to be less e�cient for both monolingual and cross-lingual exper-

iments. The overall results lead to out-perform multilingual BERT (mBERT) [8] on

cross-lingual classification by up to 23% accuracy on low-resource languages as well

as other cross-lingual and monolingual tasks.

To elaborate further, for the training part of the language model, it uses the

XLM approach [12]. The training data are monolingual and the Transformer model

[2] is used. For each language streams are created and the prediction of the masked

tokens is happening. These samples batches of streams are selected like in Cross

Lingual language model pretraining article [12]. The models that have been trained

are the XML-RBase and the XLM-R. Their parameters are L = 12, H = 768, A =

12, 270M and L = 24, H = 1024, A = 16, 550M respectively while the size of the

vocabulary was 250k with a full soft max.

XLM-R model is trained with one hundred languages. The dataset comes from

- 9 -



2.3 : Making Monolingual Sentence Embeddings Multilingual using Knowledge Distillation

Wikipedia. It is also trained with Hindi and traditional Chinese which are not

popular languages for natural language processing tasks. In all the experiments,

English, French, German, Russian, Chinese, Swahili and Urdu have been included

for classification and sequence labeling evaluation benchmarks. The reason why is

that these families of languages include both low and high resource languages.

The comparison to the XLM-R cames when it’s been evaluated. There are 4

evaluations tasks. The first is the Cross-lingual Natural Language Inference (XNLI)

and it consist of 15 languages with ground truth dev and test sets. For this approach

the model is been trained in the other 14 non English languages while the evaluation

is getting place on cross-lingual transfer from English to other languages. The second

task is the Name Entity Recognition (NER). The experiments for NER was based on

CoNLL-2002 [13] and CoNLL-2003 [14] which contain the English, Dutch, Spanish

and German languages. In order to evaluate the model in multilingual learning, first

it had to be trained in English and then evaluated in cross-lingual transfer. The last

two task were Cross-lingual Question Answering [15] and GLUE Benchmark [16].

2.3 Making Monolingual Sentence Embeddings Mul-

tilingual using Knowledge Distillation

Transfer learning is a practice that provide many solutions when it comes to

cross-lingual tasks. This task is been achieved with sentence embeddings by using

knowledge distillation[1]. Main idea of that work is to extend existing monolingual

models to new languages as multilingual models. This can be achieved by mapping

the translated sentence in the vector space that has the starting sentence.

The main idea of the aforementioned research is this of teacher model M and the

student model M̂ which tries to align its embeddings from the Teacher. Their output

is a sentence embedding. These models need a set of parallel translated sentences

(s1, t1),...,(sn, tn) where the s is the source language and the t is the translation of

the source. With these sentences the student model M̂ got trained in order to have

M̂(si) ⇡ M(si) and M̂(ti) ⇡ M(si)[1] using mean square loss . In that approach

the M̂ student model gains knowledge from the teacher M and learns a multilingual
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Chapter 2 : Related Work

sentence embedding space, this is why this method is called multilingual knowledge

distillation. The student model M̂ learns:

• Vector spaces are aligned across languages, i.e., identical sentences in di↵erent

languages are close. [1]

• Vector space properties in the original source language from the teacher model

M are adopted and transferred to other languages. [1]

Regarding the training part of the models, parallel translated columns are vital,

si and ti represent the source language and translated sentences respectively. As

mentioned before a very important task is the one that student model M̂ got trained

in order to M̂(si) ⇡ M(si) and M̂(ti) ⇡ M(si) [1] for a minibatch B and the mean-

squared loss has to be minimized as follows:

1

|B|
P
j2B

[(M(si)� M̂(sj))2 + (M(si)� M̂(tj))2]

Regarding the student and teacher models architecture, both models can have

di↵erent networks. In any task the student will try to learn the representation of

the teacher. Below is been illustrated of how the teacher and student models work

together with the mean-squared loss function in order to achieve a good allignment

[1]. This specific example uses sentences of German and English as translated and

the source languages respectively.

Figure 2.6: Attention Function.[1]

According to [1], many datasets has been used as training data. These datasets

contain paraller sentences, some of them are: GlobalVoices, TED2020, NewsCom-
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2.3 : Making Monolingual Sentence Embeddings Multilingual using Knowledge Distillation

mentary, Tatoeba, WikiMatrix, JW300 [17], UNPC [18] as well as bilingual dictio-

naries like MUSE[19] and Wikititles. The initial experiments did took place with

XLM-R as student and SBERT [4] with 20 training epochs, 64 as batch size and

learning rate equals to 2e-5. The experiments that took place had many com-

binations of teacher-student models as well as with practices that have no parallel

data. Two experiments of them use parallel datasets and the language distillation of

teacher-student approach. The first with SBERT-nli-stsb[4] as teacher and mBERT,

DistilmBERT, XLM-R as student models. The second SBERT-paraphrases [4] as

teacher and XLM-R[2] as student. The experiments that use the a↵orementioned

approaches are the following:

• Multilingual Semantic Textual Similarity (STS). The goal is to create embed-

dings and assign a score of similarity for 2 sentences. The sentence embeddings

are produce the Spearman’s rank correlation between the computed score and

the gold score. Distillation practice produce state of the art results compared

to older models like LASER, mUSE, LaBSE. XLM-R as student has the bet-

ter results and this is one of the approaches that is going to be used in our

experiments. SBERTparaphrase was the teacher model that contributed to

that results.

• BUCC - Bitext Retrieval: This particular task is concerned with the iden-

tification of a pair of translated sentences that are located in two di↵erent

corpora. It is used the BUCC bitext retrival code from LASER [20] and scor-

ing function from “Margin based Parallel Corpus Mining with Multilingual

Sentence Embeddings” [21]. Parallel sentences are going to be extracted for

four di↵erent languages from the BUCC dataset. Train is used to find the

threshold for the score function and the sentences above that threshold are

parallel. SBERTparaphrase and XLM-R achieved state of the art results.

• Tatoeba-Similarity Search: This experiment took place for the low resource

languages. Tatoeba test setup used for evaluation from the LASER[20]. 1000

English-aligned sentence pairs of various languages contained in the particular

dataset[1]. Evaluation is done by finding for all sentences the most similar
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Chapter 2 : Related Work

sentence in the other language using cosine similarity [1]. For this particular

experiment, SBERT-nli-stsb got distilled as teacher and the student was the

XLM-R, where results were much better than the LASER model.

2.4 Sentence Embeddings using Siamese BERT-

Networks (Sentence-BERT)

Sentence BERT [4] is the modified version of the BERT pretrained model. Actu-

ally, with the sentence embeddings frame work that this work provides, one is able

to make his “Sentence” Transformer. Specifically, the addition that BERT has is

the “siamese and triplet network structures, which derives semantically meaningful

sentence embeddings that can be compared using cosine-similarity” [4]. This change

provides a new BERT, which is available to became better in tasks such as simi-

larity comparison, clustering and information retrieval. Also, SBERT, by using the

siamese network architecture, has the ability to have fixed size vectors. As a result,

the comparison of two sentences can happen by measuring the cosine similarities

or taking distances such as Euclidian or Manhattan. Another big advantage of the

SBERT is that the measures that is able to use, are performed fast and e�cient in

the current hardware technology.

Regarding the SBERT fine-tuning, NLI data was used with state of the art results

by out performing many other practices. The SBERT model creates an output which

came from a polling operation and modifies models such as BERT and RoBERTa

with a fixed size of sentence embeddings. Architecture of the model is close related

with the dataset and it is closely depends on that. For [4] research, 3 di↵erent

approaches have been used. First one is the “Classification Objective Function”

on which the trainable weight Wt 2 R3nxk get multiplied with the concatenated

sentence Embeddings |u - � | as follows:

O = softmax(Wt(�, u | � � u |))

The second approach is “Regression Objective Function” which actually calcu-

lates between two sentence the cosine similarities and as loss function is been used

the mean-squared-error.
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2.4 : Sentence Embeddings using Siamese BERT-Networks (Sentence-BERT)

Last but not least, the third objective that is been tested is the “Triplet Objective

Function”. For this task the input is an “anchor sentence ↵, a positive sentence p,

and a negative sentence n, triplet loss tunes the network such that the distance

between a and p is smaller than the distance between a and n” [4].

max(ks↵ � spk � ks↵ � snk+✏,O )

All the above are the sentence embeddings distances of ↵/n/p and margin ✏. The

metric for that example is the Euclidian distance while the margin ✏ “ensures that

sp is at least ✏ closer to sa than sn”.

As for the training of the SBERT model, the datasets that have been used are the

SNLI [22] and the Multi Genre NLI [23] datasets. The first one, is been consisted

from 570000 sentences with their annotations (contradiction, entailment,neutral)

while the second one contains 430000 sentences. In addition, the evaluation of the

model has two phases. One with Semantic Textual Similarity tasks and one with the

SentEval toolkit[24]. To start with Semantic Textual Similarity tasks, the number

of evaluation tasks were four, as below:

• Unsupervised STS: SBERT gets evaluated without specific Semantic Textual

Similarity data and the datasets are used have as labels between 0 and 5 on the

semantic relatedness between sentence pairs. Mostly in all datasets, SBERT

outperforms other state of the art approaches.

• Supervised STS: This experiment uses STS benchmark (STSb) [25] dataset

which has 8,628 sentences pairs that categorized with 3 labels captions, news,

and forums. SBERT is been optimized by a regression objective function.

While the prediction task is running, it is been computed the cosine-similarity

between the sentence embeddings.

• Argument Facet Similarity: The corpus of that experiment is the Argument

Facet Similarity [26]. This dataset is based on sentence annotations with topics

of gun control, gay marriage and death penalty. These annotation have values

that are numbered from 0 to 5. When an annotation has the smaller value

0, it means that the topic of sentence is di↵erent while the greatest value 5

means that is completely equivalent.
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• Wikipedia Sections Distinction: Wikipedia specific experiment which use a

dataset, which created from [27]. This dataset has made smooth classes form

paragraphs from wikipedia assuming that all sentences in a paragraph will

be thematically closer. The dataset has “sentence triplets: The anchor and

the positive example come from the same section, while the negative example

comes from a di↵erent section of the same article” [27]. SBERT is getting

trained with 1.8 Million training triplets and the evaluation happens with

222,957 triplets.

2.5 Useful Metrics

2.5.1 Euclidian distance

The Euclidean distance [28] between two objects for mathematics, “is the length

of a line segment between the two points. It can be calculated from the Cartesian

coordinates of the points using the Pythagorean theorem, therefore occasionally

being called the Pythagorean distance”. When the distance is between objects and

not points then Euclidian distance defined to be the smallest distance among pairs

of points from the two objects. The distance of two points q, p with coordinates

(q1,q2) and (p1,p2) is calculated as below:

d(p, q) =
p

(q1 � p1)2 � (q2 � p2)2.

2.5.2 Manhattan Distance

The Manhattan distance [29] or Taxicab distance between two vectors (city blocks)

is equal to the one-norm of the distance between the vectors. The distance function

(also called a “metric”) involved is also called the “taxi cab” metric. The Manhattan

distance, d1 , between two vectors p, q in an n-dimensional real vector space is been

calculated as below:

d1(p, q) = |p� q| =
Pn

i=1|pi � qi|
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2.5.3 Pearson Correlation

The Pearson correlation [30] evaluates the linear relationship between two continuous

variables. A relationship is linear when a change in one variable is associated with

a proportional change in the other variable. For example, you might use a Pearson

correlation to evaluate whether increases in temperature at your production facility

are associated with decreasing thickness of your chocolate coating.

2.5.4 Spearman Correlation

The Spearman correlation [31] evaluates the monotonic relationship between two

continuous or ordinal variables. In a monotonic relationship, the variables tend to

change together, but not necessarily at a constant rate. The Spearman correlation

coe�cient is based on the ranked values for each variable rather than the raw data.

Spearman correlation is often used to evaluate relationships involving ordinal vari-

ables. For example, you might use a Spearman correlation to evaluate whether the

order in which employees complete a test exercise is related to the number of months

they have been employed.
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Proposed Approaches

This Section is going to describe the datasets and the models that we are going

to use for the classification of the sentences that are argumentative or not. The

approach that is going to used is the one of the “Making Monolingual Sentence

Embeddings Multilingual using Knowledge Distillation” [1]. It is going to use Multi

Layer Perceptrons with Transformers such as multilingual Bert, XLM-R BERT.

The train - allignment of the teacher student models is going to use the TEDex

Talks [7] dataset which has parallel sentences of English and Greek. In addition, for

prediction and evaluation we use after some data preparation the essays dataset [6]

and the translated essays dataset which provided by Spyridon Spyliopoulos. In a

nutshell we are going to provide a full analysis on how we train a classifier in English

language and how we used that weights of the model to make the final classification

to the Greek sentences with the use of the aligned transformers.

3.1 Datasets and Data Preparation

This specific section is going to provide all the information and the process

that was followed in order to prepare and transform the data, which is going to be

used for the training and evaluation for all the experiments. First, we are going

to further analyse the TED 2020 dataset which is used for the transfer learning

part and cross-lingual embedding alignment. In addition, for the second part of the

dataset’s section the Essays dataset will be presented as well as all the important
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points for the data preparation.

3.1.1 TED 2020 - Parallel Sentences Corpus

In this section we are going to describe the structure of the TED 2020 dataset and

how it is going to be used for this particular work. This dataset is also used for [1]

but since it also contains Greek translation is quite useful for us. It contains 16424

talks in English while 3781 of them are translated in Greek. To elaborate further

the number of the parallel sentences that exist between English and Greek language

is 266861. To be more specific, the English sentences are 427436 and 266861 are

also translated in Greek.

With the use of this dataset we are able to implement the transfer learning, as

proposed by the state-of-art method our approach is based on. The dataset is been

loaded and it has been iterated sentence by sentence to get the mean square error

loss of each pair of the parallel Greek-English sentences. As mentioned above that

dataset plays a critical role for the outcome and the results of all the experiments.

3.1.2 Essays Dataset and Transformation

Essays dataset [32] is going to be used for the training of the deep learning model

that is going to make the classification task, which is to recognize the argumenta-

tive and non-argumentative sentences. The structure of the initial dataset contains

pairs of files, annotation and text files which are named the same and they have

di↵erent file type. Each text file contains parts of clear text and sentences in En-

glish language. Annotation files provide a mapping that contains the tags for each

token of the text. These tokens are tags with “Arg-B” when the token is the first

argumentative component and with “Arg-I” when it is an argument component.

The non argumentative tokens are tagged with “O”. The key components of our

transformation is the “Claim” tag and the “Premise” tags. The Claim tag which is

also included in the dataset annotation file is the central component of an argument

as it is mentioned in the [32] and the Premise tags are reasons to justify or refute

the Claim.
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In order to make the transformation we use Claim tags to set the class as 1

which means that the sentence is argumentative or as 0 which is translated as non

argumentative. The transformation process has two steps. The first one, is the

transformation to the CONLL format [13]. According to [32] the brat tool has been

used for annotating the documents. CONLL datasets are structured line by line

with in which they contain a token. For our specific task, the dataset had the token

and the tag of a Claim, Premise or O as shown in Figure 3.1. The brat tool contains

a tool that converts annotations into the CoNLL format, which however had to be

modified n order to support Greek. The issue was that the tokenizer wasn’t able to

identify the Greek words. As a result the tool by itself was returning a flat file with

all the words concatenated as a single character. What we had to do was to change

the default tokenizer with one that was able to work with Greek. The tokenizer that

provide the solution was the one from the nltk [33] python library. Below the result

of the first stage of the data transformation is depicted.

Figure 3.1: CONLL Structure

The second part of the data transformation was to create a file with all the

sentences with labels. These labels will provide us the type of the sentences (argu-

mentative, non-argumentative). To achieve these results was developed a custom

python script. This particular script was able to iterate over all the tokens one by

one, identify if the tokens are tagged as Claim or Premises and separate all the
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sentences as well. As mentioned previously, the way to identify if a sentence is argu-

mentative is depended on Claim tag. If Claim tags are contained then the sentence

will be tagged as argumentative. Last but not least, upsampling was also applied

to the dataset. The main reason behind upsampling were that the two classes was

imbalanced (Figure 3.2). Initially the dataset had 5327 sentences, 4097 argumen-

tative and 1230 non-argumentative. Non-argumentative are much less than the

argumentative ones and upsampling was used to duplicate randomly some of them.

The number of sentences now has been changed to 5707. All the new 380 sentences

which have duplicated had non-argumentative class. We didn’t add more duplicated

sentences in the dataset because non-argumentave sentences were already small in

number. Our main idea was to replicate 1/3 of the sentences and we only replicate

only 380 sentences which is the 32% of the total number of the non-argumentative

sentences.

Figure 3.2: Sentences per Class

3.2 Transformers Library Experiment

In this section, all the experiments and the deep learning models were made

with the help of the Transformers library from hugging face repository within the

pytorch framework. Following that way a classifier was made and it was combined

with Transformer model on top.

To start with, the first experiment was implemented on top of the ’bert-base-

multilingual-cased’ language model from the Transformers library. This pretrained
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language model generates embeddings (vectors) for each sentence of the dataset. In

order to provide and estimate an ideal sequence length of tokens that we are going

to have as input we are making a distribution chart Figure 3.3. X axis has the token

count of the sentences and the Y axis has the density. Based on the results we set

the sequence length as 70 tokens.

Figure 3.3: Tokens Count of Sentences X axis: Tokens of sentences , Y axis : Density

The ’bert-base-multilingual-cased’ tokenizer by default encodes the tokens and

gives the inputs ids as tag in each token. These are the first inputs of the neural

network on which the Transformer located on top. After the transformation, the

development of the neural network is taking place. At this specific point is important

to be mentioned that the development for this classifier didn’t extended further

since it was used other libraries which are going to give us more flexibility our

experiments. This method is going to be analyzed further in next sections . As a

result, a simple and not that “deep” neural network was made to get trained and

classify the argumentative or non-argumentative sentences.

Regarding the model architecture, we first apply the multilingual Bert pretrained

model from the Transformers library as the first layer. Afterwards, it has been added

one dropout layer with probability of 30%. This means that, by using Bernoulli

distribution with the probability that has been mentioned, with the same probability

the inputs of the tensor will be zeroed. On the next and final layer it is applied a

linear fully connected layer of the pytorch library with a sigmoid activation function.
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Sigmoid activation function is used because we have binary classification as it is

already has been mentioned. The data of the training are the 80% of the entire

dataset while the rest 20% has been used for testing.

To elaborate further, we would like to provide some more information regarding

the hyper parameter tuning of the model. To start with, the data loaders that had

been used for this training of the model were the default of the Transformers with a

batch size of 2. The learning rate was 1e-05 (0.00001) and the number of epochs was

8. As mentioned previously, this particular model is not the one that we are going to

make the final experiments, as a result there wasn’t such an experimentation with

the hyper parameter tuning. The reason why that this model exist is just to have it

as a yardstick of the next experiments in order to compare the Transformer library,

which this experiment developed and the Sentence Transformer library that is going

to be used in all the following experiments.

3.3 Sentence Embeddings alignment (Transfer Learn-

ing)

This section presents the main approach of this work, whose implementation is

based on the sentence transformers library [34]. This specific work consists from

two core parts. The first one, is the development of the classifier that is used on top

of the Transformer models while the second is the language distillation part which

does the alignment of the embeddings. What follows is a step by step analysis on

how the language distillation works and the Teacher - Student logic of models for

our specific case. The Teacher - Student models that were used were the below

combinations:

Combination Number Teacher Model Student Model

1 bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens bert-base-multilingual-cased

2 bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens xlm-roberta-base

3 bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens bert-base-cased

Table 3.1: Teacher - Student Models

For all the models shown in “Table 3.1” the same hyper-parameters were used
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for the training part in order to have a straight forward comparison. In addition,

the TED Talks dataset it is used in all experiments for aligning embeddings across

languages. The number of sentences is 266861. These sentences are getting trained

for 5 and 8 epochs with a batch size of 32 records. Batch size of 32 was the maximum

number that we were able to use since for bigger batches we faced memory issues

and the training process stopped due to memory allocation errors. Also, for the

training of the model we limit the input length of the characters that are going to

be part of the sentence as 250. This means that the input of the model is going

to handle a quite good length of sentences. Last but not least it is important to

be mentioned that the learning rate that has been used for this specific task is 2e-5

which is the one that [1] suggests.

Data prepossessing part plays a significant role. The reason why is that before

the training of the model that is going to give us the multilingual embedding model

we have to calculate the below metrics:

• Mean Squared Error (MSE), which actually measures the euclidean distance

between teacher and student embedding

• The translation evaluation which is a function of the sentence Transformers

library that compares two translated sentences, for example GR-sentence EN-

sentence and returns the accuracy in both directions.

• Embedding similarity evaluator which is a function of sentence Transform-

ers library which evaluates the similarity of the embeddings by calculating the

Spearman and Pearson rank correlation in comparison to the gold standard la-

bels. The metrics are the cosine similarity as well as euclidean and Manhattan

distance. The returned score is the Spearman and the Pearson correlations.

This comparison is happening for each sentence and actually, it plays major role for

the transfer learning part. With the use of sentence embeddings library we are able

to use the aforementioned evaluators, while the model is getting trained from the

parallel English - Greek dataset and they can provide important guidance that can

help the training process to evaluate models and save the best model on the disk.
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The scores are returned in a regular basis during the training in order to have a good

overview about how the performance during training. The evaluation results will be

analyzed further in the fourth chapter that is going to provide all the results of all

the tasks. The distance metrices for comparing the embeddings after the language

distillation is the Euclidian and Manhattan distances.

3.4 Model Training in English and Baseline Pre-

diction in Greek

The idea behind training a classifier using the default embeddings (BERT, mBERT,

XLM-Roberta) without any hyper parameter tuning and the English Essays [32]

dataset was to have a model with trained weights to use for the Greek aligned

Transformer’s prediction as well as baseline metrics without having done any trans-

fer learning. By doing that practice, we will have a comparison point to observe how

strong it was the alignment of the Teacher - Student approach and if the transfer

learning worked e�ciently for all the Transformer language models. Consequently,

this mean that if the Greek aligned model has better performance results than the

initial language model then the whole process has succeed.

To elaborate further, it should be noted that that no training happens to the

classifier which is using the Greek aligned embeddings or other training with the

Greek datasets. As a result, we entirely rely on the performance of the trained

English classifier and the Teacher - Student alignment to be successful for our final

Greek argumentative prediction. All the training happens with the English dataset

and it is combined with the aligned embeddings. In addition, the whole methodology

is going to be the same for all the language models that we will be working on.

For this part of our work, we are going to develop a classifier with two di↵erent

architectures. These architectures will be used across implementations of the English

and Greek classifiers. The reason why, is that, in order to reuse the learned models

without issues, the deep learning’s model architectures have to be exactly the same.

Regarding the training of the model, we are going to do a deep dive analysis for

the two architectures and their hyper-parameters. To begin with, below you can
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find the two architectures that has been implemented and evaluated:

• The first model (Figure 3.4) is a simple and not that “deep” learning model.

Actually, from a design perspective is the same that has been developed for

the “Transformer Library Experiment” approach. The main di↵erence for this

particular model is the type of Transformers, where the transformer has been

replaced with a sentence transformer [34]. Using the Sentence Transformers,

we start with the Multilingual BERT, BERT and XLM-R pretrained models

as the first layer in all three di↵erent experiments performed. One dropout

layer with probability of 30% has been added. Last but not least, the output

layer follows, with the sigmoid activation function.

• The second architecture (Figure 3.5) that is been used, is a slightly more

complex one. It starts again with the Transformer layer. Then follows a linear

fully connected layer with 768 input neurons and 1000 output neurons. Two

fully connected layers are taking this output: the first one has input as 1000

and output 500 neurons while the other one has 500 input and 60 output

neurons. Then for regularization purposes we are adding a dropout layer with

0.1 probability. Last but not least we have another fully connected layer with

60 and 10 neurons as input and output respectively and another dropout layer

with 0.1 probability. At last is the output classification layer with a sigmoid

activation function having 10 neurons as input and 1 as output.

Figure 3.4: Small Neural Network

Figure 3.5: Big Neural Network
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Both neural network architectures have trained for 200 epochs with batch size

of 1024. The train dataset has 4566 records while the test set 1141. Also, the

optimizer that is been used is ADAM and the loss function is Binary Cross Entropy.

The reason why we use sigmoid activation function is that we want to produce

one output that it will represent if the sentence is argumentative or not. After

the a↵orementioned procedure we save the weights of the trained model in a local

directory. These weights are going to be used in the next section on which we are

going to predict the argumentative class of the Greek sentences.

As last step of that section, we are making baseline predictions using the default

Transformers on the Greek dataset. With that way we are taking the minimum

results that a language model can give and we will going to compare them afterwards

with the Greek aligned ones.

3.5 Final Prediction on Greek Sentences

This section is the one who is going to provide us the final results. These results

are purely created by transfer learning techniques as mentioned previously without

doing any training on Greek datasets and sentences. The major task of these part

is to make the prediction by combining all the previous work. To start with, in that

section we are using the Greek dataset. We are going to predict 6444 sentences if

they are argumentative or not. A very important step is to use exactly the same

deep learning architecture with the models that have been trained in the English

sentences. The reason why, is that we need to use the trained and saved weights

of the previous section. Theoretically, these weights are going to work good enough

because we are going to use on top of the deep learning model the Greek aligned

transformers. Since those embeddings are trained to give very similar vectors for the

Greek language comparing them with the standard transformers we are expecting

to see better results using them. In the next chapter that is following we are going

to have an extending discussion for all the results of the methods that has been used

in the current chapter.
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Results and Discussion

4.1 Experimental Settings Overview

In this chapter we are going to present our experimental setting, and the results.

The tasks and results that are going to be presented in the specific Chapter are:

• Language distillation results (4.2.1 section). This section is going to provide all

the metrics and results of the transfer learning part of our work. It presents

how all the Transformer models have been aligned between the Greek and

English languages of the TED talks dataset and we present the embedding

distances correlation for 8 and 5 epochs of training alignment in tables 4.1 and

4.2 respectively.

• Transformers Library Results (4.3 section), presents the results of the training

we did with the “transformers” library instead of the “sentence transformer”

library and the evaluation results are presented in Figure 4.1. In this section

it is used the essays dataset

• Model Training with English dataset and Greek Argumentative Prediction (4.4

section). This section is going to present the training and evaluation results

of the English classifier (4.4.1 section), which uses the sentence transformer

library and essays dataset. We provide results from the two deep learning

architectures (Tables 4.3, 4.4) that we call them as “small” and “big” and

their architectures are depicted on 3.4 and 3.5 figures. Then follows the 4.4.2
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section “Greek Sentence Prediction with non Greek Aligned Embeddings” on,

which we are going to predict Greek argumentative sentences of the translated

essays dataset with the non Greek align initial pretrained embeddings (4.5

and 4.6 Tables with evaluation results). The final section (4.4.3) is “Greek

Sentence Prediction with Aligned Language Models”, we show and discuss the

results of the predictions the aligned embeddings of 4.2 section on top of the

trained model of the 4.4.1 section.

4.2 Language Distillation Experiments

In this section we are going to provide the results and metrics regarding the

Student-Teacher models as well as how they interact to each other. For all the ex-

periments we made we had as Teacher model the ’bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens’

which is used on [1]. In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 3, we trained all the

language models with 5 and 8 epochs. Regarding the hyper-parameter tuning, be-

cause of system memory capacity we were able to have as maximum number of

batch equals to 32. Learning rate across all the experiments was 0.002 with a max

capacity of sentence characters as 250. The metrics used are Manhattan and the

Euclidian distance. The tables 4.1 and 4.2 are showing the distances on the final

training epoch of the Teacher - Student model allignment.

4.2.1 Language Distillation Results

The question we are trying to answer in this specific section is “how successful can

be the embedding alignment between Greek and English languages”. The training

results of the Language distillation process are closely depended on the relation-

ship of the Teacher and Student models. Thus, the models results vary in di↵erent

ways. The tables 4.1 and 4.2 contain the training results of the Distillation prac-

tice. We depict the Manhattan and Eudlidian distance by calculating the Pearson

and Spearman correlation coe�cients. To start with multilingual BERT (bert-base-

multilingual-cased) model, we are able to observe that after the fifth epoch of train-

ing the Pearson and Spearman correlations of the distances are getting increased
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slightly faster than the other models with the final result at the eighth epoch, which

again seems to be better compared to others. Secondly, we have the XLM-Roberta

model (xlm-roberta-base). For that specific model, no major di↵erences were ob-

served between the training epochs. Results after eight epochs of training had in

general better results than what we had on the fifth epoch but the correlation re-

sults by itself are not that great. The reason why is that we had not that great

correlation scores as 4.1 and 4.2 tables show. The last model we used was BERT

(bert-base-cased), whose performance is similar to XLM-Roberta model.

Results for 8 and 5 Epoch training:

Num Student Model Manhattan Dist. Euclidian Dist.

Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman

1 bert-base-multilingual-cased 0.2538 0.236 0.2497 0.2204

2 xlm-roberta-base 0.1622 0.1635 0.1386 0.1391

3 bert-base-cased 0.0962 0.0872 0.1081 0.1091

Table 4.1: Results for 8 Epochs of training

Num Student Model Manhattan Dist. Euclidian Dist.

Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman

1 bert-base-multilingual-cased 0.2055 0.2019 0.2023 0.211

2 xlm-roberta-base 0.1494 0.1547 0.1333 0.1438

3 bert-base-cased 0.1361 0.1462 0.153 0.1542

Table 4.2: Results for 5 Epochs of training

What follows from the two previous tables is that the multilingual BERT model

has the higher correlation score in the final training epochs while it also has a steady

growth on regards to the correlation that Manhattan and Euclidian distances provide

across all passing epochs. While XLM-Roberta and base BERT models seem to not

have a great correlation growth until the eight epoch. We can say that since XLM-

Roberta has a di↵erent architecture and has higher capacity (more parameters) than

BERT model, it is expected to exhibit a behaviour similar to the one we observed in

the alignment experiment. In addition, we need to mention that indeed the training

of the language models helped to have more similar embeddings between the Greek

and the English datasets for the multilingual BERT specifically. In contrary, for the
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base BERT and XLM-Roberta the di↵erence after the training was so small that

we cannot say that it will be e�cient. In conclusion, the answer we have for our

question of this section is that we are able to align Greek and English embeddings

with moderate results.

4.3 Transformers Library Results

Initially when we started to build the classifier for the English sentences, we

develop our initial model with the transformers libraries. This architecture, substi-

tuted with architectures based on the “sentence transformers” library, which were

more suitable implementation wise. Although, this specific classifier was able to

predict the English argumentative sentences with the below metrics (“1” symbolize

the argumentative class while “0” the non argumentative).

Figure 4.1: Transformers Results English Sentences Classifier

With neural network architecture of the “3.4 Figure” we were able to score a

87% accuracy something that is pretty close with the results we are also taking for

the English sentence prediction by using the Sentence Transformer library.

4.4 Model Training with English dataset and Greek

Argumentative Prediction

This part of our work will provide the results of all the classification tasks.

Also, we are going to present the performance of all combinations of experiments

performed with the default and the aligned language models that we trained on top

of the deep learning model. At first, we evaluated the performance on the argument

classification task with the default, pre-trained by their authors, embeddings in order

to be able to compare them with our trained and aligned embeddings. The baseline
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results and the classifier training on the English dataset is going to be analyzed for

both the deep learning architectures (Figures 3.4, 3.5) we discussed in the precious

Chapter.

4.4.1 Model Training in English dataset

It was really important for our work to develop classifiers which are able to predict

argumentative English sentences using the already pretrained not Greek aligned

Transformers. Their weights are going to be used on the prediction of the Greek

argumentative sentences with the use of the Greek aligned Transformers (Section

4.2) on top. The training was performed 200 epochs with a train set of 4566 sentences

and a test set 1141 sentences. The optimizer that is used is Adam, the learning rate

was 0.01 and Binary Cross Entropy as loss function. The first table (Table 4.3)

shows the evaluation results of the model that was trained in the English dataset

which contains English sentences with argumentative or non argumentative label.

This training took place with the deep learning model of Figure 3.4 which has a

dropout layer and as output a single linear layer with sigmoid activation function.

The results located on table 4.3 below:

Transformer Label Precision Recal F1 Score Accuracy

bert-base-multilingual-cased Non Arg. 79% 59% 68% 84%

Arg. 86% 94% 90% 84%

xlm-roberta-base Non Arg 79% 58% 67% 84%

Arg. 95% 84% 89% 84%

bert-base-cased Non Arg. 76% 61% 68% 84%

Arg. 86% 92% 89% 84%

Table 4.3: First Small deep learning Model Results on English Dataset (Default Trans-

former)

Then follows the table that contains the results of the second deep learning model

of Figure 3.5, which has five layers and two dropout layers as it have been mentioned

in the previous Chapter. Also for this experiment we have the same learning rate

as 0.01 and Binary Cross Entropy as loss function. The evaluation results are the

following:
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Transformer Label Precision Recal F1 Score Accuracy

bert-base-multilingual-cased Non Arg. 78% 73% 75% 87%

Arg. 90% 92% 91% 87%

xlm-roberta-base Non Arg 74% 70% 72% 85%

Arg. 88% 90% 89% 85%

bert-base-cased Non Arg. 73% 74% 73% 85%

Arg. 90% 89% 90% 85%

Table 4.4: Second Bigger deep learning Model Results on English Dataset (Default

Transformer)

After running these training experiments we are able to observe that there is

no major di↵erences in the output metrics between the two deep learning model

architectures. Additionally, we can say that for the second training part on, which

is used the deep Multi-Layer Perceptron model of Figure 3.5 we have slightly better

accuracy with the multilingual BERT among the other models. Also, in both exper-

iments we observe that the accuracy is almost the same for the small deep learning

architecture of Figure 3.4.

4.4.2 Greek Sentence Prediction with non Greek Aligned

Embeddings

Our next experiment is to take the baseline predictive metrics for all the Transformer

models that we use. This step is important for our related work because it sets the

baseline performance of each model. Consequently, we used the hugging face models

through sentence transformer’s “framework” on top of the two deep learning model

architectures that have been discussed previously (small, Figure 3.4 and big, Figure

3.5). Below you can find the baseline accuracy of the Transformer models without

any fine-tuning (Table 4.5). These results are coming from the deep learning model

that has a drop out layer and the linear output layer with 200 epochs of training.

From the outputs we have (Table 4.5), the multilingual BERT has the worst ac-

curacy while the base BERT and the XLM-Roberta have much better performance.

XLM-Roberta is the model with the best accuracy from all the experiments we made

with the no fine-tuned embeddings. This model is already trained in many languages
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Teacher Model Student Model Greek Sentences Accuracy

bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens bert-base-multilingual-cased 6444 58.12%

bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens xlm-roberta-base 6444 75.96%

bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens bert-base-cased 6444 73.81

Table 4.5: Small Deep learning Model (Figure 3.4) Results on Greek Dataset - Default

Model Prediction

according to [2] and the results we have verify what the initial work [2] mentions

about the XLM-Roberta. What is been mentioned in [2] is that the XLM-Roberta

model outperforms other Transformers like multilingual BERT something that is

also happens the results above (Table 4.5). In addition, results suggest that base

BERT exhibiting better results in comparison to multilingual BERT. Since base

BERT as a model is trained specifically in English datasets while the multilingual

one has been trained in other 104 languages, initially we were expecting to have

a better result with the multilingual Bert. But it seems that with a small neural

network (Figure 3.4) as we have for the current experiments the multilingual embed-

dings are trained to have a better average result for multiple languages. Specifically,

for Greek, base BERT is a model with better accuracy according to Table 4.5 results.

Prediction results of the second deep learning model (Figure 3.5) follows after

200 epochs of training (Table 4.6):

Teacher Model Student Model Greek Sentences Accuracy

bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens bert-base-multilingual-cased 6444 67.52%

bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens xlm-roberta-base 6444 75.46%

bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens bert-base-cased 6444 73.68%

Table 4.6: Big Deep learning Model (Figure 3.5) Results on Greek Dataset - Default

Model Prediction

Again, in this deep learning architecture we are able to observe that the XLM-

Roberta and the base BERT models had almost same accuracy while XLM-Roberta

has the best. Multilingual BERT model on the other side, excibited a significant

improvement from the accuracy perspective by closing the big gap of the first small

deep learning model that we used. This shows that multilingual BERT is not a

strong model to classify Greek argumentative sentences by itself. We expect an

improvement in its performance when we are going to use it with the aligned em-
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beddings.

4.4.3 Greek Sentence Prediction with Aligned Language Mod-

els

This Section is going to present and analyse the results of the final set of experiments,

which is the Argumentative prediction of Greek sentences. For this part our work

we are loading the Greek aligned embeddings (Section 4.2.1) that we have done the

training as well as we are going to use the trained weights of the English trained

classifier (Section 4.4.1). To start with, we provide the results of the small deep

learning classifier (Figure 3.4) with the one drop out layer and the five epoch trained

aligned model.

Transformer Model Align Epochs Greek Sentences Accuracy

bert-base-multilingual-cased 5 6444 65.812%

xlm-roberta-base 5 6444 73.395%

bert-base-cased 5 6444 31.396%

Table 4.7: Prediction with Small Network and 5 epochs aligned embeddings

Our observations from that experiments is that multilingual BERT had a signifi-

cant improvement in performance. The accuracy on predicting the Greek argumen-

tative sentences with the Greek aligned embeddings got improved from 58.12 (Table

4.5) to 65.81 which is something that suggests that the Greek sentence alignment for

that model works with good results. On the other hand, BERT base results suggest,

for this particular model, that the alignment was not very successful. 31.396% is

low, and the main reason for this result is the deep learning architecture (as also

suggested by the results presented in table 4.8). This means that the alignment was

not the only reason why BERT base exhibited this behaviour. Also, XLM-Roberta

seems to have close accuracy with the results that the no fine-tuned embeddings

provided on top of the same model (Table 4.5).

The second step of our experiments, does the same process using the same aligned

Transformers on top of the other deep learning architecture (Figure 3.5) which con-

sisted of five linear and two dropout layers. Prediction result shown below (Table
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4.8).

Transformer Model Align Epochs Greek Sentences Accuracy

bert-base-multilingual-cased 5 6444 73.754%

xlm-roberta-base 5 6444 74.545%

bert-base-cased 5 6444 66.723%

Table 4.8: Prediction with Bigger Network and 5 epochs aligned embeddings

A bigger deep learning model with more parameters like this seem to give a

pretty good boost to the multilingual BERT model. Again we see that the accuracy

started at 67.52% (Table 4.6) from the non aligned Greek embedding big model and

after the alignment we an accuracy of 73.754% (Table 4.8). XLM-Roberta seems

to have a stable accuracy again without having any accuracy changes. Finally, the

BERT base model had a great improvement in comparison to the accuracy that

had on the small deep learning model (Figure 3.4) and it seems that this specific

model depends a lot to the neural network that follows in order to have a good

performance.

Next part of the experiments is going to take place with the same exact models

and the one change that we are going to make is the aligned model. The following

experiments apply embeddings that have been aligned for eight epochs of training

instead of five. First we start again with the small neural network of Figure 3.4.

Transformer Model Align Epochs Greek Sentences Accuracy

bert-base-multilingual-cased 8 6444 69.056%

xlm-roberta-base 8 6444 74.323%

bert-base-cased 8 6444 37.33%

Table 4.9: Prediction with Small Network and 8 epochs aligned embeddings

Results of the big neural network of Figure 3.5.

Transformer Model Align Epochs Greek Sentences Accuracy

bert-base-multilingual-cased 8 6444 74.11%

xlm-roberta-base 8 6444 73.941%

bert-base-cased 8 6444 72.949%

Table 4.10: Prediction with Bigger Network and 8 epochs aligned embeddings
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Getting all the prediction results of the 8 epoch alignment we are able to point

out that again multilingual BERT had an improvement. Now with the small neural

network we have a progress from 65.812% (Table 4.7) to 69.056% (Table 4.9). Ad-

ditionally, we also had a slight improvement for multilingual BERT from accuracy

perspective in the bigger neural network (Figure 3.5) from 73.754% (Table 4.8) to

74.11% (Table 4.10). BERT base model on the other hand, had also improvement

in comparison to the five epoch trained embeddings. For the small neural network

(Figure 3.4) we had an accuracy impact from 31.396% (Table 4.7) to 37.33% (Table

4.9) and again we are able to observe how much this model depends on the neural

network. On the bigger neural network the improvement was from 66.723% (Table

4.8) to 72.949% (Table 4.10). Regarding the XLM-Roberta we almost have same

results for all the experiments and the neural network architectures. On Table 4.11

we present the summary results in relation with the baseline prediction of the non

aligned embeddings. Non aligned predictions have the “No” in alignment column

and the neural networks are named as “small” for Figure 3.4 and “big” Figure 3.5

network architectures.

What follows from the preceding experiments, is that the multilingual BERT was

a model that language distillation worked good enough with all the architectures we

made and all the results we had were far better than the baseline prediction results.

While, for base BERT model we have to point out that after the alignment task the

model wasn’t able to provide respective results without having a deep learning model

with a good number of layers. Thus, base BERT had average results only when

was used with our big neural network. Besides that, base BERT alignment wasn’t

that e�cient and on top of the big neural network was able to provide almost the

same results with the baseline model without any improvement. This is something

that was expected since on alignment training the model wasn’t able to adapt it’s

embeddings on the training epochs. Last but not least, XLM-Roberta had almost

the same results from accuracy point of view in all the experiments. Again XLM-

Roberta while training has not that great improvement on regards of the distance

correlation. Actually, XLM-Roberta seems to be not that e↵ective on the embedding

alignment task in general.
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Transformer Model Alignment Epochs Network Accuracy

bert-base-multilingual-cased No NA small 58.12%

bert-base-multilingual-cased No NA big 67.52%

bert-base-multilingual-cased Yes 5 small 65.812%

bert-base-multilingual-cased Yes 5 big 73.754%

bert-base-multilingual-cased Yes 8 small 69.056%

bert-base-multilingual-cased Yes 8 big 74.11%

xlm-roberta-base No NA small 75.96%

xlm-roberta-base No NA big 75.46%

xlm-roberta-base Yes 5 small 73.395%

xlm-roberta-base Yes 5 big 74.545%

xlm-roberta-base Yes 8 small 74.323%

xlm-roberta-base Yes 8 big 73.941%

bert-base-cased No NA small 73.81%

bert-base-cased No NA big 73.68%

bert-base-cased Yes 5 small 31.396%

bert-base-cased Yes 5 big 66.723%

bert-base-cased Yes 8 small 37.33%

bert-base-cased Yes 8 big 72.949%

Table 4.11: All results of the Greek Sentence Predictions
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we tried to solve a Transfer Learning problem between languages. Our

goal was to retrieve knowledge from English pretrained Transformer models in order

to be able to classify argumentative sentences of Greek language. In order to achieve

that we trained Greek embeddings from pairs of parallel translated sentences that

contain the same sentence in English and Greek as the [1]. In order to feed the data

for the embedding alignment training, we had to do some preparation and give the

argumentative and non argumentative class to each sentence. Since we used the

Essays dataset which has all the argumentative parts of a sentence, we were able to

do that kind of data preparation in a sentence perspective.

As mentioned our first part of this work was to make the embedding alignment or

else Language distillation. For that part we trained 3 di↵erent Transformer models

the multilingual BERT , the XLM-Roberta and the base BERT for two times, one

was with 5 epochs and the other was for 8 epochs. Our metrics was the Euclidian and

Manhattan distances and we are able to see the Teacher (Source Embeddings) and

Student (Target Embeddings) model correlation to get slightly higher at each passing

epoch. Our next step was to make classifiers in order to use them in cooperation

with these Transformer models. First, we did the training and prediction in English

sentences in order to get that trained model and use it to classify Greek sentences

with the aligned embeddings on top. Also, we got the base line prediction accuracy

for Greek sentences using the default Transformer models and the two deep learning
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architectures that we developed which are located under the Transformer.

The final step was to make the prediction with our aligned models. We did

the process with all three models that have been mentioned. What we observed is

that the multilingual BERT was the only model, which we could say that worked

successfully since after the alignment task had much better accuracy than the initial

no fine-tuned embeddings. For the two other models we saw no major di↵erences,

a result that is been verified also from the alignment results since the distance’s

Pearson and Spearman correlations didn’t had any major changes.

What follows from the preceding discussion is that we successfully achieved our

initial goals. First we observe that the distance correlation of the multilingual BERT

got higher throughout the alignment epochs. These results bring as to the point

to say that we aligned with good results one combination of embeddings across

languages. Additionally, after the prediction we made with the aligned embeddings

we obtained better results from what we had as baseline for the multilingual Bert

model. Consequently, again for that specific transformer we successfully observed

that the Classification of Greek argumentative sentences without any training on

Greek datasets worked with good results.

Future directions can be to train classifiers with the translated Essays dataset in

order to have an overview about upper limits of the training metrics. One important

implementation that we did not had the opportunity to research, because of time

limitations, is the training and evaluation on the English dataset with the aligned

multilingual embeddings that we trained. With that way, we are going to be aware

of, if the already English embeddings that are contained after the alignment have the

ability to be the same accurate with their initial ones that have not been aligned.

Thus, we will be able to know if our approach worked only to make the Greek

embeddings better and not to make the already existing English embeddings worse.

Last but not least, according to the alignment results we got, XLM-Roberta could be

trained for more epochs to see if the correlation of the distances is going to change.
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